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H I G H L I G H T S

• A highly durable micron silicon anode
is proposed for lithium-ion batteries.

• A low-cost fluid induced fracture used
to downsize the silicon microparticles.

• Electrode level thermolysis is applied
to tune the structure of the electrode.

• The engineered electrode structure
alleviated volume change of silicon
particles.

• The electrodes exhibited high battery
performance.
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A B S T R A C T

Silicon is a strong candidate for next generation Li-ion batteries due to its high lithium storage capacity.
However, to overcome electrode degradation caused by large volumetric changes during battery cycling, pro-
hibitively expensive nanoscale synthesis techniques are typically required. To address this challenge, a low-cost
methodology using fluid-induced fracture (FIF) is developed for accelerated nanoscaling of commercial micron-
sized silicon and an electrode level thermolysis process is applied for the cyclization of polyacrylonitrile (cPAN)
binder to form a 3D conductive anode matrix with micro-channels. This engineered matrix sandwiches the
silicon particles leading to an electrode structure with incredible mechanical robustness which can accommodate
the large volumetric changes occurring during battery charging and discharging. Thus, it can deliver an excellent
capacity of 3081mAh g−1 at 0.1 A g−1 and good cycle life (1423mAh g−1 @ 2 A g−1 after 500 cycles).
Furthermore, the simplicity and scalability of this approach provides a promising path forward for the com-
mercialization of next generation Li-ion batteries based on high capacity silicon anodes.

1. Introduction

Lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries are a ubiquitous rechargeable battery
technology that dominates the portable electronics market. However,
their limited energy density does not meet the requirements of long-

range electric vehicles and long-duration grid-scale energy storage
systems [1]. In the past decade, intense efforts have focused on the
development of next generation positive and negative electrodes to
increase the storage capacity of Li-ion batteries. For the negative elec-
trode, silicon has attracted significant attention due to its high lithium
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storage capacity (∼4200mAh g−1), low discharge potential (∼0.5 V
versus Li/Li+), natural abundance and environmentally friendly prop-
erties [2,3]. However, the enormous volume changes of silicon particles
during lithium insertion and extraction leads to pulverization of silicon
particles. This results in loss of electrical contact within the electrode
and formation of an unstable solid-electrolyte interface (SEI) on the
silicon surface, ultimately manifesting in rapid capacity decay [4–6].
Since the pioneering work of Cui et al. [7] on silicon nanowires as
anode active materials, silicon nanomaterials have been extensively
used to address the aforementioned problems [6,8–13]. It was found
that silicon is intrinsically resistant to particle fracturing below a cri-
tical size of 150 nm, with particles in this size regime helping to
maintain the integrity of the electrode [14]. Furthermore, small particle
sizes shorten the lithium-ion diffusion path lengths, leading to less
polarization losses and enhanced rate performance. In the last several
years, nano-architectured silicon electrodes were fabricated to improve
the stability of silicon-based anodes. This has involved the use of 0D
silicon nanoparticles [8–12,15] and 1D silicon nanowires [13,16] and
nanotubes [6]. Despite good cycling performance achieved with these
unique electrode architectures, the commercialization of these elec-
trodes is not yet feasible due to the processing complexity associated
with nanostructuring of silicon materials, often requiring expensive and
complex synthesis methods such as chemical vapor deposition or tem-
plate growth. Therefore, the utilization of silicon microparticles (SiMPs)
is more attractive due to their widespread availability and low cost.

In earlier studies, the durability of SiMPs suffered significantly from
particle fracturing and detachment from the electrode surface upon
deep discharging [17–19], leading to poor cycle life including a 20%
capacity loss in just 10 cycles. The cycling stability limitation of SiMPs
electrodes was circumvented by applying a cut-off voltage. This helped
to maintain a two-phase (crystalline-amorphous) silicon microstructure
in which only the amorphous phase is active [18]. However, controlling
the discharge potential reduces the energy density of the electrode since
the crystalline core of the particle remains inactive [18]. To address this
problem, SiMPs were engineered by chemical etching with hydrofluoric
acid to create internal void spaces in the electrode to buffer the volume
change occurring with deep galvanostatic cycling [20–22], whereas
exterior void spaces were created by encapsulating the SiMPs with
graphene [23]. Despite promising achievements in cycling perfor-
mance, the scalability of these electrode manufacturing processes is
limited due to the hazardous nature of the etching techniques. Aside
from chemical etching, ball milling of SiMPs with carbon materials has
been extensively used to reduce the silicon particle size and enhance
cycling performance [24–28]. However the cells prepared from these
SiMPs-carbon composites suffered from electrode level fracturing [29],
which resulted in low capacity and insufficient cycle life. This arose due
to the mechanically rigorous nature of milling, which only provides a
physical mixing of individual components, as opposed to forming an
intimate and strategic electrode structure.

It is therefore a prudent approach to retool existing processing
techniques to engineer desired electrode structures and enhance battery
cycling. Heat treatments are a popular electrode fabrication technique
to carbonize polymeric precursors around electrode active materials
(i.e., silicon) to provide electronic connectivity throughout the entire
3D electrode structures. However, the volumetric changes during bat-
tery cycling commonly lead to rupturing of the electrode from the
current collector, resulting in electronic conductivity losses and poor
electrode utilization due to active material isolation. Heat treatment
should therefore be tuned not only to help enhance electronic inter-
connectivity of the active materials, but also to induce void space for-
mation that can provide mechanical stability during battery cycling.

Herein, we developed a two-stage top down approach to prepare
core-shell structured silicon-carbon nano-composite electrodes using
commercially available micron-sized silicon particles as precursors. In
the first stage, a new fluid-induced fracture (FIF) technique was applied
to a slurry consisting of SiMPs, sulfur-doped graphene (SG),

polyacrylonitrile (PAN) and dimethylformamide (DMF). This FIF pro-
cess was carried out to reduce the size of SiMPs, after which the slurry
was coated on a copper foil current collector. After drying, the elec-
trodes were subjected to thermolysis to engineer the chemical structure
of the binder and architecture of the electrode. The synergistic effect of
FIF and thermolysis resulted in a hierarchically structured silicon anode
in which broken down SiMPs were wrapped with cyclized PAN (cPAN)
and SG sheets. This conductive matrix around the silicon particles
provides high mechanical resiliency, helping to accommodate sig-
nificant volume change, while enhancing the electronic conductivity of
the electrodes through the intrinsic conductivity of delocalized elec-
trons of cPAN and SG sheets. In addition, the cyclization of PAN in-
duced the formation of micron-sized channels throughout the electrode
structure. These void micro-channels acted as a mechanical buffer for
the anisotropic volume changes of silicon particles during battery
charging/discharging, thereby preventing electrode pulverization. This
electrode architecture leads to superior performance compared with
conventional electrodes. Therefore, the concept of FIF and thermolysis
provides a new route for low-cost electrode preparation with excellent
electrochemical performance. Furthermore, the fabrication approach
developed herein provides an efficient and non-hazardous manu-
facturing process for SiMPs based anodes that can be deployed at scale.

2. Experimental

Preparation of Graphene Oxide (GO): The reaction procedure to
prepare GO from natural graphite flakes was adapted from James Tour
method [30]. A 9:1 mixture of concentrated H2SO4/H3PO4 (360:40ml)
was poured into a beaker containing 3 g of graphite powder. The so-
lution was mixed for 30min in an ice bath and then 27 g of KMnO4 was
added to the solution for 1 h. It was then transferred to a hotplate and
stirred at 50 °C. After the reaction was completed, 600ml distilled
water was added to the solution while the solution remained stirring in
an ice bath. After the addition of water, 30ml hydrogen peroxide
(H2O2) was poured into the solution to reduce the unreacted KMnO4.
The final solution was washed several times with 5% HCl solution and
distilled water by centrifugation.

Preparation of Sulfur Doped Graphene (SG): 150mg of as prepared
GO and 150mg of phenyl disulfide were grinded in a mortar to mix
each other. The mixture was annealed at 1000 °C for 30min in argon
atmosphere and cooled to room temperature.

Electrode Fabrication and Coin Cell Assembly: The electrodes have
been fabricated via direct coating of slurry onto copper foil using the
Dr. Blade method. The SG-SiMPs-PAN slurry was prepared by wet ball
milling 55 wt% SiMPs, 22 wt% PAN, 22 wt% SG, and 1wt% GO in
presence of dimethylformamide (DMF). A conventional reference cell
was fabricated similarly for comparison. After coating the slurry, it was
dried in a convection oven at 80 °C overnight. The foil was punched by
a disc cutter to form circular working electrodes. The electrodes were
subjected to thermolysis at 450 °C in argon atmosphere. The heating
ramp during annealing was 7.5 °C min−1.

Coin type half cells were assembled in a glove box under argon
atmosphere where the oxygen and water moisture level were less than
0.5 ppm. The electrolyte was LiPF6 (1M) dissolved in 60 wt% dimethyl
carbonate (DMC), 30 wt% ethylene carbonate (EC), and 10wt%
fluorinated ethylene carbonate (FEC). Lithium metal was used as a
counter electrode. The electrodes were separated by using a poly-
propylene separator (PP2075, Celgard). The battery performance was
tested by galvanostatic charge/discharge cycling by using a battery
testing instrument (BTS 3000, Neware, China) with cut off voltages
being 0.01 V and 1.1 V for discharge and charge, respectively. Different
current densities were applied to investigate the rate capability. Finally,
the coin cells were scanned between 1.5 V and 0.01 V at a rate of
0.05mV s−1 to perform cycling voltammetry by using an electro-
chemical testing platform (Princeton Applied Research, VersaSTAT MC
Potentiostat).
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A conventional/reference cell was fabricated using 60wt% SiMPs,
20 wt% Super P and, 20 wt% polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) and was
tested under the same conditions of the SG-SiMPs-cPAN cells.

Material Characterization: The morphology and the structure of the
electrode materials were studied using scanning electron microscopy
(SEM, LEO FESEM 1530) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM,
JEOL, 2010F TEM/STEM field emission microscope) equipped with a
large solid angle for high X-ray throughput, and a Gatan imaging filter
(GIF) for energy filtered imaging. Thermal analysis of samples was
conducted by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and thermo-
gravimetric analysis (TGA) by using TA instrument Q500. PAN was
heated under nitrogen atmosphere from 25 °C to 850 °C at a ramp rate
of 10 °C min−1. Raman spectra of PAN film and electrodes were re-
corded using a Bruker Senterra with a laser wavelength of 532 nm. FTIR
analysis was conducted by PerkinElmer-283 B FT-IR spectrometer. XRD
analysis was done by using monochromatic Cu K x-rays (154 nm wa-
velength) and an Inel XRG 3000 diffractometer. Atomic force micro-
scopy (AFM) measurements were conducted with a Bruker Innova AFM
in tapping mode.

3. Results and discussion

The developed electrode preparation process is shown schematically
in Fig. 1a. The FIF technique involved wet milling of SiMPs, SG and
PAN in the presence of DMF to prepare the slurry. One hour of milling
was sufficient to reduce the size of the silicon particles from the micro-
to the nanoscale, compared to previous studies that employ milling
times in the range of 4 h–150 h [24–28]. The presence of fluid during
the milling process induces accelerated silicon microparticle fracture
into nanoparticles, in a manner we consider similar to the accelerated
break down of geological rock formations in the presence of a pres-
surized fluid [31–33]. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images
(Fig. 1b–c) and corresponding statistical analyses (Fig. 1d–e) show that
the size of the SiMPs reduced from ca. 3.0 μm to ca. 500 nm (Fig. 1f)
after 1 h of FIF. Conversely, when SiMPs were dry-milled for 1 h in the
absence of a fluid, the size reduced to only ca. 1.2 μm, demonstrating
the important role the fluid plays in the size reduction of SiMPs (Fig.
S1a-b). Furthermore, as shown in Fig. S1c-d, the broadening of the
primary silicon (220) x-ray diffraction (XRD) peak reveals the reduction
in crystallinity and average crystallite size of the SiMPs that underwent
FIF. After slurry coating on a copper foil current collector, the ther-
molysis process was applied at 450 °C in an argon environment to

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the electrode fabrication process: (i) milling of the electrode slurry before coating; (ii) thermolysis of the electrodes; (iii) integration into coin
cells for battery testing, (b) SEM image of SiMPs before FIF, (c) SEM image of electrode surface after FIF, (d) particle size distribution of SiMPs before FIF, (e) particle
size distribution of SiMPs after FIF, (f) average particle size comparison of SiMPs before and after FIF.
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engineer the electrode architecture. Upon thermolysis, no material
rupture and deflagration were observed even after the electrodes were
twisted and bended as seen in Figure S2, attributed to the mechanical
resiliency of the cPAN.

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was used to elucidate the
thermal behavior of PAN. As shown in Fig. 2a, there is a sharp exo-
thermic DSC peak around 300 °C, which was attributed to the cycliza-
tion of the polymer backbone (Figure S3a). Thermal gravimetric ana-
lysis (TGA) was also in good agreement with DSC. The mass loss was
initiated at a similar temperature where the DSC peak appeared. In this
region, 20% of the mass loss stemmed from the dehydrogenation of the
polymer structure upon the formation of π conjugate bonds [34]. In
addition to the thermal analysis, the chemical transformation of PAN
was elucidated by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) be-
fore and after thermolysis (Fig. 2b). Of particular interest was the cy-
anide group (C≡N), as the absence/presence of this peak can be at-
tributed to the cyclization of PAN. For pristine PAN, the peak at
2243 cm−1 was assigned to the C≡N stretching, and the other peaks at
1363, 1456 and 2935 cm−1 were characteristics of δC-H in CH, δC-H in
CH2 and νC-H in CH2, respectively (Fig. 2b) [35,36]. After applying
thermolysis to PAN powder, the C≡N peak at 2243 cm−1 disappeared,
whereas a distinct peak appeared at 1610 cm−1 which can be attributed
to the C=C and C=N stretching [37] (Fig. 2b). This reveals that the
PAN lost its linear chain structure and evolved to a graphite-like
structure by a cyclization process (depicted schematically in Figure
S3a). In addition, the disappearance of the C≡N peak at 2243 cm−1

was also observed when the PAN was mixed with SiMPs and SG which
shows that the cyclization of PAN also took place within the electrode
material after thermolysis (Fig. 2b). This led to the formation of a ro-
bust 3D elastic and conductive network within the electrode, facil-
itating the charge transfer between the silicon particles, SG sheets and
copper surface. Furthermore, FTIR spectra also provided insight into
the possibility of interaction between the silicon atoms on the particle
surface and cPAN after thermolysis. The peak at 840 cm−1 was attrib-
uted to the asymmetric stretching mode of Si-N [38] (Figure S4). We
believe that cPAN may bind with silicon atoms on the surface of the
particles. This bond can help cPAN to strongly attach on the surface of
silicon particles, thus stabilizing the electrode structure and preventing
agglomeration which help to maintain the electrode integrity. Cycli-
zation of PAN yields sheets-like morphology analogous to layered

nitrogen-doped graphene (NG). The TEM image in Fig. 2e clearly shows
that the PAN cyclization after thermolysis forms sheet-like morphology
which is believed to be multi-layered NG. Raman spectra of PAN and
the electrodes clearly confirmed the formation of G-band and D-band
after thermolysis (Figure S3). The structural evolution of the SG-SiMPs-
PAN composite was further investigated by X-ray photoelectron spec-
troscopy (XPS) before and after thermolysis. Fig. 2c shows the N 1s
spectra of the SG-SiMPs-PAN composite, which clearly confirmed the
transformation of the nitrile group (C≡N, 400.1 eV) to pyridinic ni-
trogen (398.6 eV) after thermolysis [39,40]. In addition, the XPS
spectra of C 1s reveals the enrichment of sp [2] carbon after thermo-
lysis, as shown in Fig. 2d. Further discussions about the electrode
structure elucidation are included in the Supporting Information. The
above discussion elucidating the electrode structure reveals that the
electrodes subjected to thermolysis possessed multilayer architecture
comprising SG, and NG resulting from cPAN. The silicon particles are
nested and sandwiched between these multi-layered structures. The
covalent interaction between the high electronegative atoms of N/S,
and C/Si maintains the electrode stability by preventing agglomeration,
in addition to strong adherence to the current collector [10]. The ro-
bust/strong nature of the layers of SG and the in-situ formed NG pro-
vide a strong and elastic skeleton that compensates volumetric changes
during charge/discharge.

The electrode morphology and structure were investigated by high-
angle annular dark field scanning transmission electron microscopy
(HAADF-STEM). In this imaging mode, the regions of silicon particles
appear brighter compared to the regions of the carbon matrix. The
HAADF-STEM image (Fig. 3a) and corresponding energy dispersive
spectroscopy (EDS) mapping (Fig. 3b–e) clearly shows that the silicon
particles were embedded in the carbon matrix after thermolysis. To
focus more on the surface of silicon particles, electron energy-loss
spectroscopy (EELS) mapping was conducted at the selected region
(Si1). As shown by Fig. 3f–k, silicon atoms are surrounded by carbon
(C), nitrogen (N), oxygen (O) and sulfur (S) atoms. This further con-
firms that the silicon particles are wrapped by the carbon matrix of NG
and SG, which are the only sources for C, S, N and O atoms. Thus, this
illustrates that the cyclization of PAN took place at the surface of silicon
particles which helped to form a robust electrode structure with high
mechanical resiliency and conductivity.

The electrochemical performance of the fabricated SG-SiMPs-cPAN

Fig. 2. (a) Thermal characterization of PAN by DSC and TGA, (b) FTIR spectra of PAN before and after thermolysis and SG-SiMPs-cPAN composite after thermolysis,
(c) high resolution XPS spectra of nitrogen in SG-SiMPs-PAN composite before and after thermolysis, (d) high resolution XPS spectra of carbon in SG-SiMPs-PAN
composite before and after thermolysis, (e) TEM image of cPAN after thermolysis.
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electrodes are summarized in Fig. 4. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was used
to study the lithiation/delithiation behavior of electrodes as shown in
Fig. 4a. During the first cathodic scan lithiation of silicon occurs, and
only one cathodic peak was observed around ∼0 V. This peak is asso-
ciated with the conversion of crystalline silicon to amorphous-silicon
(aSi) while forming lithiated-silicon (αLi-Si). In the anodic portion of
the CV curve, delithiation occurs at two stages resulting in the forma-
tion of two anodic peaks around 0.32 and 0.50 V. These peaks are at-
tributed to the conversion of αLi-Si to αSi. In the subsequent cathodic
scans, two more cathodic peaks were observed around 0.27 and 0.22 V
due to the transition of αSi to Li12Si7 and Li15Si4 phases, respectively
[41]. The peaks become progressively stronger and broader with cy-
cling due to the activation of material by converting more crystalline
silicon into amorphous silicon [26].

Fig. 4b demonstrates the galvanostatic voltage profile of the SG-
SiMPs-cPAN electrodes tested at 0.1 A g−1 between 0.01 and 1.1 V. The
discharge profile slightly varies after the first cycle from a typical long
plateau to a curve with a gentle slope, which is attributed to the
transformation of crystalline silicon into amorphous silicon in sub-
sequent cycles. The first cycle specific discharge capacity of the SG-
SiMPs-cPAN electrode is 4125mAh g−1 with a columbic efficiency of
72.5%. The relatively low coulombic efficiency can be attributed to

irreversible lithiation along with SEI formation. However, the cou-
lombic efficiency increased to over 98% within 5 cycles.

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was conducted to
monitor the change of resistance of the electrodes. Fig. 4c shows the
Nyquist plot of the SG-SiMPs-cPAN electrode and a conventional elec-
trode composed of SiMPs (60 wt%), Super P (20 wt%) and PVDF (20 wt
%). Each plot consists of a semi-circle and a tail. The X-axis intercept at
high frequency corresponds to the combined resistance (RS) of the
electrolyte, electrode and current collector; whereas the semi-circle
diameter represents the combined resistance of charge-transfer (RCT)
and SEI (RSEI). The Nyquist plot shows that the charge transfer re-
sistance of the SG-SiMPs-cPAN electrode is lower than that of the
conventional electrode, implying improved electrical connectivity and
conductivity of the SG-SiMPs-cPAN electrode. This is reasonable since
the PVDF binder of the conventional electrode is electronically in-
sulating, whereas cPAN (after thermolysis) forms an electrically con-
ductive network within the electrode. Thus, cPAN acts both as a binder
for mechanical integrity of the electrode, and as a conductive agent to
facilitate charge transfer. Furthermore, the decrease in charge transfer
resistance after 50 cycles shows the stability of SG-SiMPs-cPAN elec-
trodes during cycling.

The structural stability of the electrodes is evaluated by testing the

Fig. 3. (a) HAADF-STEM image of SG-SiMPs-cPAN composite, (b–e) the EDS mapping of the selected area for silicon, carbon, sulfur, and nitrogen, (f–j) the EELS
mapping of the region Si1, (k) superimposed EELS color map of silicon (blue), carbon (red), nitrogen (green), (l) EELS line scan (yellow arrow in (a)) across two SG-
SiMPs-cPAN particles. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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cells under various cycling rates. Fig. 4d shows the cycling stability of
the SG-SiMPs-cPAN electrode at 0.2 A g−1. The initial discharge capa-
city of the electrodes is stabilized around 3000mAh g−1 at a rate of
0.1 A g−1 within 5 cycles. Increasing the charging rate to 0.2 A g−1, the
capacity was 2730mAh g−1 after 50 cycles. The SG-SiMPs-cPAN elec-
trode preserved 91% of its initial capacity, which may be attributed to
the stability of the SEI on the negative electrode. This reveals that the
electrode architecture can buffer the volume change and significantly
alleviate electrolyte decomposition. This is mainly due to the robust
carbon matrix of cPAN and SG sheets wrapping the silicon particles. For
comparison, the conventional electrode was also tested under the same
conditions, with its cycling stability shown in Fig. 4d. The discharge
capacity decayed significantly after each cycle, very little capacity re-
maining after only 10 cycles. Upon disassembling the CE cell after
testing, it was realized that battery failure resulted from electrode
disintegration. This is likely because of the lower binding efficiency of
PVDF, which upon charging/discharging led to active material rupture
from the copper current collector and catastrophic performance loss
(Figs. 4i–2). This highlights the superior electrode structure of SG-
SiMPs-cPAN compared to the conventional electrode. To better eval-
uate the electrochemical performance of SG-SiMPs-cPAN electrodes,
faster cycling rates were also applied. Fig. 4e shows the cycling stability
of SG-SiMPs-cPAN electrode at 1 A g−1 which also displays good cy-
cling stability and a discharge capacity of 2256mAh g−1 after 100
cycles. Fig. 4f–g shows the rate capability of the SG-SiMPs-cPAN

electrode. The capacity gradually decreased with an increase of cycling
rate. Even at 4 A g−1 current density, a capacity of higher than
2000mAh g−1 is retained with a 70% capacity retention (Fig. 4g).
Moreover, stable cycling performance was attained when the rate was
switched back to 2 A g−1, as shown in Fig. 4h. After 500 cycles, the cell
has a discharge capacity higher than 1400mAh g−1. This implies that
the electrode integrity is preserved without disintegration even at high
rates, despite the fact that the silicon particles undergo rapid volume
changes during cycling. To further confirm the structural integrity of
the electrode, the cell was disassembled after cycling for characteriza-
tion. The inset of Figs. 4i–1 shows that the electrode material of SG-
SiMPs-cPAN is not ruptured from the copper foil after 500 cycles. On
the contrary, the CE electrode materials are peeled away from the
copper current collector and remain attached to the separator
(Figs. 4i–2). This further verifies that the silicon anodes prepared with
conventional methods do not possess the desired electrode integrity.

A deeper study on the electrode surface was essential to elucidate
the mechanism underlying the improved cycling efficiency. Atomic
force microscopy (AFM), SEM and TEM were used to study the surface
properties of the electrodes before and after cycling. Before thermolysis,
the electrodes had a relatively smooth, continuous surface as shown in
Fig. 5a–d. On the contrary, Fig. 5b and 5e-f clearly show that non-
continuous micro-channels were formed at the SG-SiMPs-cPAN elec-
trode surface after thermolysis due to the internal stress created with
the shrinkage of PAN upon cyclization. Furthermore, following long

Fig. 4. (a) Cyclic voltammetry curves of the SG-SiMPs-cPAN electrode, (b) voltage profile of the SG-SiMPs-cPAN electrode at 0.1 A g−1, (c) Nyquist plot of the SG-
SiMPs-cPAN and CE electrodes after 1st and 50th cycles, (d) cycling stability of the SG-SiMPs-cPAN elelctrode and conventional electrode at 0.2 A g−1, (e) cyclic
stability of the SG-SiMPs-cPAN electrode at 1 A g−1, (f) rate capability of the SG-SiMPs-cPAN electrode from 0.1 A g−1 to 4 A g−1, (g) capacity retention and specific
capacity of the SG-SiMPs-cPAN electrode as a function of cycling rate, (h) cycling stability of cell “f” from 100th cycle to 500 cycles at 2 A g−1, (i) pictures of the SG-
SiMPs-cPAN electrode and conventional electrode after cycling and corresponding separators.
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cycling periods, Fig. 5c–g shows the formation of continuous micro-
channels resembling mudcracking. A similar phenomenon was also
observed by Dahn et al. in a study of silicon films [5]. We speculate that
this morphology arises in a mode similar to mudcrack formation,
whereby the delithiation process of the electrode is analogous to de-
hydration of mud, resulting in shrinking of silicon particles and crack
propagation due to stress fracture. We hypothesize that the void vo-
lumes between the electrode “islands” can help to buffer the isotropic
silicon volumetric changes during cycling, preventing electrode mate-
rial rupture and leading to electrode level integrity and good cycling
stability. In addition, TEM images (Fig. 5h–i) and corresponding co-
loured EELS mapping (Figure S5) for the electrode materials show that
the silicon particles (bright regions) were distributed evenly and
sandwiched between the sheets of NG and SG sheets after cycling,
preventing the silicon particle isolation from the carbon matrix. This
keeps the integrity at the particle level. Thus, the synergistic effect
preserving integrity at the particle and electrode level lead to good
cycling stability.

4. Conclusion

In summary, we have fabricated a stable silicon-based anode using
commercial SiMPs by developing a two-step top-down approach.
Applying a fluid induced fracture (FIF) concept to SiMPs by milling
them within an electrode precursor slurry allowed for nanostructuring
of the silicon by a straightforward, scalable process. After casting the
electrode precursor slurry on the current collector, a thermolysis was
applied to achieve an ideally tuned SG-SiMPs-cPAN electrode structure.
In this structure, the polymer binder (PAN) was converted into a 3D
conductive network of cPAN that wrapped the silicon particles and
demonstrated the formation of micron sized channels throughout the
electrode structure. These void micro-channels acted as a mechanical
buffer for the anisotropic volume changes of silicon particles during
battery charging/discharging, thereby preventing electrode pulveriza-
tion. This electrode structure provides excellent capacity (3081mAh
g−1 @ 0.1 A g−1) in addition to good rate capabilities and cycle life
(1423mAh g−1 @ 2 A g−1 for 500 cycles). Furthermore, the efficiency
of this technique makes it possible to expand its application to other
anode materials that require mechanical robustness and electrical
conductivity with the goal of preparing next generation lithium-ion

Fig. 5. (a) AFM image of the SG-SiMPs-PAN electrode surface before thermolysis, (b) AFM image of the SG-SiMPs-cPAN electrode surface after thermolysis, (c) AFM
image of the SG-SiMPs-cPAN electrode surface after cycling, (d) SEM image of the SG-SiMPs-PAN electrode surface before thermolysis, (e) SEM image of the SG-
SiMPs-cPAN electrode surface after thermolysis, (f) SEM image of the SG-SiMPs-cPAN electrode surface after thermolysis, (g) SEM image of the SG-SiMPs-cPAN
electrode after cycling (back scattering imaging mode), (h) HAADF-STEM image of the SG-SiMPs-cPAN electrode before cycling, (i) HAADF-STEM image of the SG-
SiMPs-cPAN electrode after cycling.
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batteries.
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